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App Description

The application will be a simulation that focuses on supply chain mechanics. There will be adjustable

variables in the application that enables users to see outcome changes depending on the variables

inputted. The app will use fictional data that is based on real-world events to simulate events. The goal of

this application is to serve as an educational tool for middle and high school students on the supply chain

and all of its complexities within the upper peninsula.

Onion Model Stakeholder Analysis
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Stakeholder Descriptions

Middle and High school students:

They will be primarily interacting with the application for learning and modeling supply chain.

The aim is to understand how adjusting variables impacts the supply chain within the upper

peninsula primarily with the local resource: copper.

Middle and High school Teachers:

Act as primary support for students to introduce them to the application and exhibit it as a tool to

enhance their learning.

Scientist and Scientist Assistant:

Our scientist is contacting users of the application and is managing the expectations for the

application. Responsible for communicating the primary concerns of the users.

Developers:

The undergraduate students are the developers for this project. They are looking to create an

application that is intuitive and educational for students.

Consultant:

The graduate student is primarily concerned with keeping the application usable. Provides

analysis of the application and provides feedback to the development team.

Goal-Influence Table

Stakeholder Goals Influence
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Middle and High school
Students

Learn how to model supply
chain and how it may be
impacted by certain factors.

Interactions with the
application influence design
updates and general
functionality.

Teachers Assist students and introduce
them to the application in
order to improve upon their
learning.

Introduce the application as a
learning tool to primary users.
Support primary users in the
learning process.

Scientist Communicate with
developers to ensure the users
needs are being met.

Provide input into what the
users are expecting and need.
Influence the content
included in the application to
directly support users.

Developers Provide an educational
application that is easy to use.

Directly influencing the
design and content of the
application. Have the most
knowledge of the inner
workings of the application
and general functionality.

Consultants Act as a support team for the
developers. Assist in creating
better user experience.

Support the developers in
creating an intuitive design.
Conducting an analysis of the
usability of the application
and influence design changes
or updates.

Goal Influence Table Description

The main goal of this application is to serve as an educational tool for students.  The

primary users will be focused on learning and using the application for their own benefit. The

secondary users will assist the students to provide them a better learning experience
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The developers aim to create the optimal learning application for users. They are

attempting to simplify a complex idea into an intuitive and easily usable application. The

consultant will aid the developers in creating an intuitive application and will work to simplify

the interface. Their goal will be to render the application usable and be of service to the

developers.  The scientist will act as the middleman between the users and the developers. He

will communicate the needs of the users and assist the developers in creating an optimal learning

application.

Personas

Primary User: John  (13, Middle School Student)

John is a student who is currently struggling academically despite putting tons of effort

into his school work. He gets distracted often and finds it very hard to pay attention in

class. He finds himself dosing off a lot of the time when the teacher is lecturing.

However, John loves interacting with other students and technology. It is easiest for John

to learn when the teacher gives computer activities or group work in class.

Primary User: Jenna (16, High School Student)

Jenna is an amazing student with a 4.0 GPA. She loves to learn and is focused on getting

into one of the top schools in the country for journalism. She loves to read, write, and

spend as much time outdoors as possible. Jenna finds herself frustrated with technology

and hates how people spend so much time on their phones. She still struggles using her

laptop for assignments and doesn't work well in interactive settings.

Secondary User: Kim (35, High School Teacher)
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Kim started teaching economics when she was 23 years old after graduating with a

degree in economics from Michigan State. Her motivation in becoming a teacher was to

support her students and push them to be the best version of themselves. She is well liked

by students and always tries to push them out of their comfort zone to enhance their

learning as much as possible.

Secondary User: Jacob (25, High School Teacher)

Jacob recently graduated college and has only been teaching English full time for 2 years.

He wanted to teach because he got good benefits and summers off. He tries his best to

support the students but still feels he has a lot to learn. He is looking to implement new

teaching methods to better support his students as he feels textbooks are somewhat

outdated.

Hierarchical Task Analysis

Home Page
Add Nodes

- Choose Node Type
- Configure Node variables
- Choose location on supply chain network for Node

Edit Nodes
- Choose a previously created node

- Configure Node variables
- Delete Nodes
- Choose a previously created node
- Remove Node from the supply chain network

Running Supply Chain Simulator
- Play Simulation

- Editing nodes turned off
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- Simulation runs
- Output/results calculated
- Output/results shown in UI

-  Stop Simulation
- Simulation stops running
- All final calculations are displayed
-  Editing nodes is turned on

Export supply chain network results
- Export Simulation

- Stop simulation
- Application parses through nodes
- Text file created and prompt user for filename
- Nodes and connections are written to text

- List of output results at end of text file

Import supply chain network
- Import Simulation
- Stop Simulation

Hierarchical Task Analysis Summary

The home page will be for the users to adapt their variables to fit the scenario that they want to

learn about within the supply chain. Users will be able to customize the variables and click play

which will then lead them to the results page. The results page will display the supply chain in

action and display the environmental impacts, cost, etc. The users will then have the ability to

edit the variables and rerun the supply chain simulator if they want different results. Users will

also be able to save the simulation or export it. Additionally the users will be able to share with

their contacts or teachers the result of their simulation.
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Appendix

Scientist Meeting 1 & 2
App idea

- Tool to allow students to model the supply chain
- No goal, but it is about mechanics. Primarily educational
- Similar to cellular automata

- Like a city-builder, but with a supply chain
- cells/node fit together to build it

○ Each node has different capabilities (developer node, consumer
node, etc.) build relationships between them or manage them

○ Can add new distribution nodes or modify
○ Budget, man-power, environmental impacts (Events)

■ Pandemic impact perhaps?
■ Canal being blocked? (economic blockage that have to

build around)
■ Have different events happening in simulation for students

to work around
● Get working first: simulation, add educational information around

simulation (like side notes)

Users?
- Middle and high school students, as well as teachers

- What data should the app collect if any?
- Develop the supply chain state, in which you could save afterwards and export it for

teachers to view
○ Or to load up that simulation so that it can be tweaked with further review

● More realistic, but with fictional data
● Have relatable or realistic events/products, but have it be engaging so that students want

to tweak and play around with the system they are making
●
● Nodes could be all the same

○ Complex node networks
● The simpler the better
● Local

○ Model the UP (copper)
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